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◆Background and motivation
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◆Basic structure of loop quantum 
gravity (LQG)

Geometric dynamics for (1+D)-dimensional GR :

Connection dynamics for (1+3)-dimensional GR:
Connection dynamics for (1+D)-dimensional GR:

For specific case of 𝐷 = 3 For general case of 𝐷 ≥ 2

SU(2) Gauss 

constraint SO(D+1) Gauss 

constraint

Simplicity 

constraint

First-class 

constraint 

system



⚫ Holonomy-flux algebra in the discrete phase 

space ×𝑒∈𝛾 𝑇𝑒
∗𝑆𝑂(𝐷 + 1):

⚫ Loop quantization:



◆ The anomalous simplicity constraint 

in discrete phase space

⚫ First class constraint system:

⚫ Anomalous algebra of vertex 

simplicity constraint:

⚫ Kinematic constraint in discrete phase space:



◆ The anomalous simplicity constraint in 

discrete phase space
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➢ Gauge orbit in continue phase space

What is the correct gauge 

orbit in discrete phase space?

The reduction with respected 

to gauge orbit in discrete 

phase space should reduce 

the same degrees of freedom 

as in continuum phase space.

In continuum phase space, we have

Variant along 

the gauge orbit

Invariant along 

the gauge orbit

Invariant along 

the gauge orbit

{1,…,D}

{1,…,D+1}

Leci-Civita 

connection of 𝑒𝑏
𝐼



➢ Reparametrization of the discrete phase space

⚫ Solving edge simplicity constraint:

⚫ Geometric  parametrization:

Gauge degrees of 

freedom



➢ Reparametrization of the discrete phase space

Classically      ✔
Quantum      ？？？

The space       contains all of the 

geometrical degrees of freedoms in the 

phase space constructed on the graph γ 

with certain geometric meaning (Gaoping Long 

& Chun-Yen.Lin, PRD, 2021; Gaoping Long & Yongge Ma, 

EPJC,2022).



◆ Coherent states in all dimensional LQG

 Coherent-intertwiner spin-network state 

constructed based on the Perelomov type coherent state of SO(D+1)

 Thiemann’s coherent state

constructed based on the heat-kernel coherent state of SO(D+1)

 Generalized twisted geometry coherent state

constructed based on the dominant terms in Thiemann’s coherent state



⚫ Composed by the matrix element function on SO(D+1) selected

by Perelomov type coherent state of SO(D+1):

 Coherent-intertwiner spin-network state

Angular momentum 

operator in (D+1)-

dimensional space

The vertex simplicity constraint operator which purely composed 

by flux operator can be imposed weakly based on the Coherent-

intertwiner spin-network state (Gaoping Long, Chun-Yen Lin & Yongge Ma,

PRD, 2019; Gaoping Long & Yongge Ma, PRD, 2020; Gaoping Long & Norbert 

Bodendorfer, PRD, 2020).

⚫ The expectation values of flux operators with respect to

the Perelomov type coherent state of SO(D+1):

Perelomov type coherent 

state of SO(D+1)
State corresponding to the 

highest weight vector in 

the simple representation 

space of SO(D+1) 

1. Over-completeness:

2. Peakedness property:

3. Non orthogonal mutually:



Heat kernel 

coherent sate for 

SO(D+1)

Generalized twisted 

geometry coherent 

state

labelling labelling

Parametrization

Dominant terms

 Thiemann’s coherent state

SO(D+1) heat-kernel coherent state:

Simple heat-kernel coherent state for all dimensional LQG:

 Generalized twisted geometry coherent state

Independent of the 

gauge degrees of 

freedom with respect 

to simplicity 

constraint



⚫ Superposition type coherent state (Gaoping Long, Cong Zhang & 

Xiangdong Zhang, PHYSICAL REVIEW D (2021)):

 Generalized twisted geometry coherent state 

⚫ Generalized twisted geometry coherent state (Gaoping Long,

Xiangdong Zhang & Cong Zhang, PHYSICAL REVIEW D (2021)):



 Generalized twisted geometry coherent state

⚫ Resolution of identity of the Hilbert space of all dimensional LQG

⚫ Peakedness properties:   (i) The expectation values of holonomy and flux operator with respect to the 

twisted geometry coherent state are well evaluated by the corresponding classical labels; (ii) Peakedness

in holonomy, momentum and phase space representations.

➢ Expectation value 

of  flux operator:

➢ The overlap

function:



➢ Classical holonomy :

 Generalized twisted geometry coherent state 

➢ Expectation value of  holonomy operator:

➢ Expectation value of holonomy operator:

Here we choose a basis to ensure 

that the expectation value of  

holonomy operator is 

diagonalized. 

This term vanishes since it contains the 

gauge degrees of freedom with respect 

to simplicity constraint.



⚫ Ehrenfest Property (Gaoping Long, (2022)):

 Generalized twisted geometry coherent state 



• Based on the generalized twisted geometry parametrization of the SO(D+1) phase space, the proper 
gauge degrees of freedom associated with the anomalous discretized simplicity constraints are 
identified, which guides us to solve the quantum simplicity constraint. 

• A series of coherent states in all dimensional LQG are studied. The coherent-intertwiner spin-
network state for SO(D+1) is used to solve the vertex simplicity constraint weakly. The twisted 
geometry coherent states for SO(D+1) are studied to show their completeness, peakedness and 
Ehrenfest properties. These studies complete the kinematic structures of all dimensional LQG.

◆Conclusion and Outlook

 The coherent states would help us to study the dynamics of all dimensional LQG, for 
instance, one can consider the coherent state path-integral to construct the effective 
dynamics of all dimensional LQG.

 The kinematic structures of all dimensional LQG could be used to studied the symmetry 
models, weak coupling theories, dimensional reduction models, etc.



Thanks !




